Berkshire Dividend Strategy

Casual Friday: “Time to Raise Cash?" + On-Going "Mega Wave"? – Nov 15, 2019
“Is now the time to raise cash?”
We got this call from an advisor... His client is nervous: “We’re at all-time highs, a
correction is coming.” While this may or may not be representative of all clients, we do
see a little irony. For years when the market was much lower, it seemed clients didn’t
want to commit money to equities because “things were bad and we have problems".
As markets are soaring, rates are low, stocks are reasonably priced and the economy
seems to be on solid footing, some clients are still finding reasons not to invest!
Keep Them Invested?
To keep clients on track, advisors often show them long term stock market charts with
various crisis and panics superimposed. They articulate why most investors get it wrong
when trying to time the market (even against the prism of many “panics”) because the
long-term trend is up.
Human innovation and technology advancements have always trumped fear. Also,
stocks carry risk and therefore are discounted at about 10% a year and that gradually
accretes upward. So over time, the odds stack up overwhelmingly in investors' favor.
Essentially, trying to time the market is akin to swimming upstream.
"Leaving the Income Stream On"
Our twist on this concept? Here's a chart of Berkshire's actual dividend growth and
market value over the last 10yrs, with a list of reasons investors were reluctant to
invest/selling stocks: Berkshire Income Charts with Max Annual S&P 500 Draw-down
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Dividend Highlights
The point to share with clients is pretty self-evident. If they constantly tried to be in and
out of the market, they would miss out on some serious compounding of dividends (and
appreciation). Each year our portfolio grew income nicely despite these threats. There is
always going to be volatility, but keep the income spigot flowing… And when the market
draw-downs happened, Berkshire's downside was on average 70% of the market.




"Wall Street" vs. "Technology Mega Wave"?
Today, investors hear a pretty steady drumbeat from Wall Street. “Valuations are
reasonable, earnings / economy reasonably good, and we are cautiously optimistic. Of
course we have a risk of near term correction but we think stocks can do well over the
long term..." We don't disagree, nor are these necessarily incorrect views, but they are
somewhat narrow in scope and cover a relatively short time frame.

Dividend growth can often
provide transparent insight into
a company’s fundamentals
and vitality.
Dividend growth can provide
an attractive stream of
increasing cash flow to satisfy
many financial objectives.

A longer-term view through the lens of human progress and technology, yields a broader
more positive perspective. We are in midst of modern a day technology renaissance,
one that could unleash massive productivity and prosperity in the world economy for
decades. The first internet wave connected devices - phones, pc’s and servers. It
unleashed human learning. It's amazing virtually everything ever learned or needs to be
learned can now accessed by a hand held device, tablet or PC! Millions of people across
the globe are learning at the fastest rate in human history.
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The next wave of connectivity (IOT) will unleash immense data that can be used for endless applications. This will allow
companies to do things cheaper and better. Much like how the internet created amazing industries like networking, software,
e-commerce and social media, the internet of things and big data will create huge new industries/applications with a $30
trillion economic impact in the upcoming decades. Which companies will likely fuel, lead and prosper in this paradigm shift?
The same ones that have been dominating all the other great technology and business paradigms – leading U.S. companies.
Its always been iconic American companies on the forefront of the world's great innovation and we see no reason for them
stopping now! Will there be bumps, corrections and recessions? Of course! But our best advice to this advisor? Keep the
client focused on cash flow through turmoil, take a long term view, and step out of the way and let great American companies
compound capital over the next decade!
The Aging Advisor Workforce?
It's fairly common knowledge the advisor population is getting disproportionately older. The trend is impacting book
buying/consolidation, recruiting and even usage of managed accounts:
https://www.wsj.com/articles/brokerages-worry-about-aging-advisors-capacity-barrons-com11573741899?tesla=y&mod=djem_WealthJournal
We would GREATLY APPRECIATE FEEDBACK – What are your views on industry age? - How is it affecting your business
plan? - Where do you see opportunity? - What are best practices?
All responses kept in strictest confidence. Have a great weekend.
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Jason Reilly, CFP®, VP Advisor Distribution
jason@berkshiream.com or (570) 825-2600

Berkshire Asset Management, LLC claims compliance with the Global Investment Performance Standards (GIPS®). Berkshire Asset Management is a fee-based, SEC registered
advisory firm serving the portfolio management needs of institutional and high-net worth clients. The Dividend Growth Composite contains portfolios invested in Berkshire’s Dividend
Growth Strategy with an equity allocation target of 90% - 100%. The Dividend Growth Strategy’s primary objective is to generate a growing stream of equity income by investing in a
diversified portfolio of equities with stable, high, and growing dividends. The benchmark is the S&P 500 Index. The index returns are provided to represent the investment environment
existing during the time periods shown. For comparison purposes, the index is fully invested, does not include any trading costs, management fees, or other costs, and the
reinvestment of dividends and other distributions is assumed. An investor cannot invest directly in an index. Gross returns are presented before management and other fees but after
all trading expenses. Net returns are calculated by deducting actual management fees from gross returns. Returns reflect the reinvestment of dividends and other earnings. Valuations
are computed and performance is reported in U.S. dollars. To receive a complete list of composite descriptions and/or a compliant presentation, contact Jason Reilly, CFP® Tel:
570-825-2600 or info@berkshiream.com. Past performance does not guarantee future results.
Risks: Past performance does not guarantee future results. All investing carries risk including risk of principal or income loss. Dividends are subject to change, are not guaranteed,
and may be cut. Investing based on dividends alone may not be favorable as it does not include all material risks. There is no guarantee any stated (or implied) portfolio or performance
objective mentioned by Berkshire can be met. Berkshire’s equity style may focus its investments in certain sectors or industries, thereby increasing potential volatility relative to other
strategies or indices.
Market Commentary, Aggregate Holdings, Securities, Sectors, Portfolio Characteristics Mentioned: No statement made in this presentation shall construe investment advice. This
presentation is for informational purposes only. Views, comments or research mentioned is not intended to be a forecast of future events. The mention of any security or sector is not
deemed as a recommendation to buy or sell. Any reference to any security or sector is used to explain the portfolio manager’s rationale for portfolio decisions or philosophy. Research
or financial statistics cited regarding securities or sectors do not contain all material information about them. Any securities mentioned represent a partial list of holdings whereas
Berkshire portfolios typically contain approximately 30-40 securities in percentage weightings ranging from 1-5%. A complete list of holdings from a representative account is available
upon request. Overall portfolio characteristics mentioned are from a representative account deemed representative of the strategy; data may be compiled from Bloomberg, Baseline
or Berkshire estimates. Individual holdings, performance and aggregate characteristics of actual portfolios may vary based on a variety of factors including market conditions, timing
of client cash flows and manager discretion. This presentation contains Berkshire opinions and use of Berkshire estimates which are subject to change at any time. Berkshire
employees may have personal positions in any securities or sectors mentioned. Charts, presentations or articles may be obtained from third parties and Berkshire does not guarantee
their accuracy.
*Platform restrictions may apply. Preliminary returns are based on composite estimates only. Individual accounts will vary.
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